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Award Designation and Category:  
Health and Personal Care 
 
Campaign Title:  
World Looks Different - Advil 
 
Year the campaign took place:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brand: GSK 
Creative Agency:  
Media Company/Agency:  
Research Company: 
Additional Affiliated Companies: Grey, Ipsos, IRI, Kantar, Tribal, Zappi 
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
Although a unique strategic territory was carved out for Advil that was 
rooted in the notion of defiance, our audience doesn’t always see what 
reaching for Advil will do for them over competitors.  Therefore, we needed 
to create distinction and deepen our connection with consumers by 
leveraging our untapped brand heritage of strength, an ownable benefit 
territory that can be expressed functionally, emotionally, and tonally.  
Through various techniques throughout the creative development process, 
we pressure tested our key consumer insight: “You won’t find me sitting on 
the sidelines, so if pain tries to get the best of me, I tell it where to go.”  In 
order to bring this insight to life, we broke category norms to deepen our 
connection with consumers via a ‘surprise & delight’ storytelling format that 
demonstrated how the world looks different when you have power over pain.  
The campaign re-ignited demand for Advil by reversing declining sales (sales 
+5%, +$10MM), creating the most memorable and enjoyable ads in the 
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category, increasing brand imagery attributes (21/23) & claiming leadership 
among 50% of them!  Seeing this type of movement on Advil while 
competition held flat was unprecedented, as equity metrics typically take 
long to move.   
 
 
 
 
Consumer Insight  
 
You won’t find me on the sidelines, so if pain tries to get me, I tell it where 
to go. 
 
 
 
 
Marketing Challenge 
 
Advil’s ‘What Pain’ platform launched during Super Bowl 50 on February 7, 
2016.  The Ogilvy winning campaign, ‘Distant Memory’, was about making 
pain a thing of the past.  It featured everyday people doing amazing things 
like a grandma practicing yoga, a man standing on his head, and 
breakdancing in the street.  It was fast-paced and engaging, with a positive 
tone and upbeat music.  The intent of this work was to ignite Advil from 
being just another brand that helps you manage your pain to THE brand that 
helps you defy pain.  While the campaign had successfully evolved over the 
past 3.5 years, there was still work to be done.   
 
Advil needed a path forward to continue its strong momentum.  We had 
carved out a unique strategic territory for Advil, rooted in the notion of 
defiance. However, our audience doesn’t always see what reaching for Advil 
will do for them over and above other pain relievers.  So, we needed to 
create distinction and deepen our emotional connection with consumers by 
leveraging our untapped brand heritage of strength, an ownable benefit 
territory that can be expressed functionally, emotionally, and tonally.  The 
team wanted to inspire an Advil-reflex so that more people reach for Advil, 
first and foremost, at shelf or in cabinet, whenever they are in pain.  This 
needed to be done in a way that elevated the idea of strength through both 
the lens of culture (what is going on in the world that may influence the way 
we talk to people or position ourselves) and our human truth (their real 
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behavior that will provoke action).  The connective tissue at play between 
culture and the human truth is centered around defying the status quo.    
From a cultural standpoint, strength is a topic that everyone’s talking about, 
but today, being strong means so much more than just the physical.  From 
the #MeToo movement to the current Covid-19 pandemic, strength 
represents the courage to stand up for the things we believe in and to 
overcome adversity.  Genuine strength isn’t free, it’s an act of bravery and a 
willingness to embrace life fearlessly.  Our quest for strength is a guiding 
force that influences the causes we support, the shows we watch, and even 
the products we turn to. But, in a world where strength has become a 
commodity, utilized to market everything from paper towels to pick-up 
trucks, we want strong to stand for more than just a functional promise. 
 
Making connections between this cultural context to our prime prospect’s 
human truth comes naturally.  That prospect, Healthy Proactives, embody an 
‘I will thrive’ mindset and believe that there is always a path forward. They 
have a ‘glass half-full’ attitude and seize every opportunity that comes their 
way. They are determined to never let any obstacle get them down or take 
them out. Healthy Proactives need to feel in control. Only they know their 
pain, and that it does not define them, rather their control over it does. They 
want a pain reliever that will get the job done, so they can feel like 
themselves again and live life head on. Efficacy is a key driver of choice, but 
there are multiple options that work ‘well enough.’  Today, they aren’t 
exactly sure what makes Advil the better pain reliever. 
 
“You won’t find me sitting on the sidelines, so if pain tries to get the best of 
me, I tell it where to go.” 
 
Based upon what we know about today’s culture and our human truth, we 
needed this idea to help Healthy Proactives discover that unbeatable relief 
starts with unbeatable strength.  This unbeatable relief is not just physical 
relief, but also the satisfaction that comes with conquering life’s challenges.   
And unbeatable strength is both functional (i.e. the Ibuprofen molecule) and 
emotional strength (i.e. finding your inner strength and courage). 
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Methodology  
 
With this new opportunity and the creative brief in place, we were able to 
continue with our campaign development process.  This process gets the 
consumer more involved in earlier stages to help develop, co-create, 
optimize & assess our ideas. 
 
Step 1 – Platform Idea Assessment 
With our platform idea identified, we needed to get consumer feedback on 3 
creative idea territories that would serve as the foundation for executional 
development.  Manifestos were shared with consumers to help narrow down 
the range of work.  Two ideas progressed from this initiative: 
1- The World Looks Different When You Have Power Over Pain 
2- Relief As Strong As Your Reason 
 
Step 2 – Brand Asset Assessment 
In order to build a strong mental network for Advil, we needed to better 
understand which of our current product and advertising assets were 
considered as true and ownable before moving on to ad development work.  
In this study we evaluated 16 Advil brand assets on brand linkage, 
uniqueness, and sentiment in order to understand how to best increase 
mental and attention salience.  The approach integrates Ipsos’ Implicit 
Reaction Time (IRT) into the evaluations. Using this advanced neuroscience 
approach provides a deeper understanding of consumers' nonconscious 
perceptions of these assets.  It measures how strongly consumers feel about 
an asset by succinctly capturing the time it takes a respondent to associate 
multiple assets with Advil.  Results helped us prioritize what assets we 
should highlight in our campaign as well as which ones have upside 
opportunity. 
 
Step 3 – Campaign / Ad Development 
At this stage, we needed to assess and optimize these 2 campaigns in order 
to progress.  Instead of doing a same-day, traditional in-person Quant/Qual 
approach, we opted for a newer, hybrid solution that allowed us to first get 
more robust quantitative feedback nationally via an on-line survey.  This was 
followed by in-person focus groups to capture live interaction, body 
language, & facial expressions.  The focus groups also gave deeper context 
to the quantitative results after a thorough review – a key benefit of 
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staggering this work.  In this phase we also incorporated consumer videos 
as part of the feedback.  This gave us a nimble, people-powered, tech-
enabled way to source, explore and understand real world, gut reaction 
responses to ideas.  It tapped into consumers’ comfort with sharing thoughts 
on camera and the power of verbal stream of consciousness to reveal 
instinctive responses to ideas - capturing what is felt, expressed and shown 
spontaneously on video.  
 
Step 4 – Campaign / Ad Identification 
Both campaign executions above were put into copy testing for final 
validation.  Of these, the ‘World Looks Different’ TV execution met internal 
action standards, effectively addressing historical challenges in this area!  
The ad showed strong breakthrough and benefitted from solid brand linkage 
and engagement.  Other campaign elements including digital display, social 
and print were also tested and well-liked by consumers. 
 
 
 
 
Creative Execution 
 
Advil’s goal is to become an enduring icon and, as such, to be the pain 
reliever people turn to most often. People know we work and they trust us. 
So, we looked to defy category conventions. Rooted in the human truth that 
our consumers refuse to let pain sideline them no matter what, Advil set out 
to help consumers discover that unbeatable relief starts with unbeatable 
strength. This was brought to life by featuring unexpected people defying 
pain and the status quo.  
 
THE WORLD LOOKS DIFFERENT 
No doubt. No hesitation. The world looks different when you have power 
over pain. Never stuck on the sidelines, 
you jump right in to the thick of things. Skating over obstacles and speeding 
past records. There’s nothing to hold you back. Time and again, you’ve 
conquered twisted ankles and tough headaches with Advil. So pain doesn’t 
scare you. You live in the wide, wonderful place of yes, where all you see are 
possibilities. And every day you go on, undaunted and unafraid, not only do 
you see a different world. You show us one too. THE WORLD LOOKS 
DIFFERENT WHEN YOU HAVE POWER OVER PAIN. 
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With this goal in mind, we broke away from category conventions of 
functional messages focused on product benefits (fast, strong, long pain 
relief) and moved towards connecting with consumers on a more emotional 
level by offering consumers a glimpse into a life unhindered by pain with the 
unbeatable strength of Advil. 
 
Our creative featured stories of unexpected people, representing the 
diversity of our consumers (old, young, male, female, ethnically diverse), 
defying pain and odds to pursue their passions, from seemingly everyday 
activities (yoga, playing with grandkids, etc.) to aspirational activities (high 
action sports and conquering great feats). For instance, in the lead TV 
creative, Neal Unger is a 62-year old skater who loves tearing up the 
concrete on his skateboard. Kick flips, grinds and tricks off the stairwell can 
give him minor aches and pains but with the unbeatable strength of Advil, 
the world looks different when he has power over pain. Similarly, in another 
creative, we featured Brehanna Daniels, who defied pain and the odds to 
become the first African American to join a pit crew at the NASCAR level.  
In order to visualize a world without pain, we used a ‘surprise and delight’ 
storytelling format that challenged viewer’s expectations of who the hero 
was.  For instance, for the ad featuring Neal, our skateboarder, viewers were 
initially exposed to someone doing incredible skateboarding tricks at unusual 
angles, with the footage zoomed in on the footwork itself.  Naturally, one 
would expect it was a younger person performing such pain inducing feats 
only to later reveal Neal as a much older skateboarder accomplishing those 
tricks painlessly.  Through this format, we aimed to help consumers defy 
expectations and reclaim their potential without pain.  
  
The campaign was optimized to capture consumers’ minds and hearts to 
drive brand consideration. Therefore, the campaign was launched through an 
omnichannel approach across the consumer experience journey and path to 
purchase. It featured long and short form vignettes that were fit for purpose 
for the format -- TV, video, print, digital displays, social, ecommerce and 
instore. The brand was integrated seamlessly within each ad in a tone and 
visual brand language that was uniquely Advil. 
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Business Results/Lessons Learned  
 
Advil‘s ‘World Looks Different’ campaign has been extremely successful in 
driving market performance and brand health.  Success metrics include: 
 
Business Results 

• Dollar sales increased by +5% vs YAG or ~ $10MM since campaign 
launch*.  Growth on Advil also outpaced the category, resulting in 
an +0.3 share point gain which is significant in Adult Internal Pain 
Relief which reaches over $4B in annual US sales. 

 
Advertising (TV) and Overall Brand Health Results 

• Advertising diagnostics & increases in brand imagery were 
unprecedented 

• The lead TV spot, ‘Skateboarder’ saw an +8 pt increase in branding 
vs prior ads 

• ‘Skateboarder’ was also seen as the strongest ad vs competitive set 
on memorability and enjoyment; these metrics also increased 
compared to prior Advil ads 

• Advil increased +3 share points on top of mind awareness (first 
brand mentioned) 

• Of the 23 imagery attributes tracked, nearly every single one saw 
positive movement vs prior wave (while same metrics for 
competition held flat) and previous years, with many at a 
statistically significant rate including: 
o Help me do the things I want in life (+9 pts) 
o Is the leading brand (+ 8 pts) 
o Provides unsurpassed relief (+ 9 pts) 
o Beats even your toughest aches and pains (+9 pts) 
o Is the only pain reliever I need (+14 pts) 
o Better than store brand pain relievers (+17 pts) 
o Is advanced (+10 pts) 
o Is innovative (+7 pts) 

• Advil secured category leadership across 11 attributes compared 
with previous years where the brand led among only 1-5 attributes, 
despite being the #1 selling brand in the Pain Relief category. 
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Digital (Animated Display & On-Line Video) Results 

• Digital assets were also tracked via a pilot initiative with Zappi’s Ad 
Pulse tool to understand in-market performance of the campaign 
via 4 consumer KPIs. 

• This brand lift approach is effective due to the scale, automation 
and granular reporting which allows for real-time reads & scores at 
a campaign, creative, placement, line item and site level to 
understand what elements are most effective and where to 
optimize.  

• Advil’s Online Videos were effective at driving both consideration 
(+6%) & favorability (+10%) vs. control. 

• The Advil Liqui-Gel minis animated display (included in submission) 
that showcased the ‘strength’ platform via a ‘Strength + Speed’ 
message saw a +5% increase in consideration, suggesting the more 
functional message was appropriate for this digital channel.   

 
 
*Sales analysis was cut off at end of February 2020 as trends (with both 
very positive and negative swings) related to C-19 would not be attributable 
to campaign performance. 


